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Abstract—This paper proposes a non-linear predictor for
estimating the displacement of tracked feature points on faces
that exhibit significant variations across pose and expression.
Existing methods such as linear predictors, ASMs or AAMs are
limited to a narrow range in pose. In order to track across
a large pose range, separate pose-specific models are required
that are then coupled via a pose-estimator. In our approach,
we neither require a set of pose-specific models nor a poseestimator. Using just a single tracking model, we are able to
robustly and accurately track across a wide range of expression
on poses. This is achieved by gradient boosting of regression
trees for predicting the displacement vectors of tracked points.
Additionally, we propose a novel algorithm for simultaneously
configuring this hierarchical set of trackers for optimal tracking
results. Experiments were carried out on sequences of naturalistic
conversation and sequences with large pose and expression
changes. The results show that the proposed method is superior
to state of the art methods, in being able to robustly track a set of
facial points whilst gracefully recovering from tracking failures.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In this paper, we propose a person-specific and datadriven approach to achieve accurate and real-time tracking of
independent facial points across a wide range of pose and
expression. This was achieved by learning different subsets
of appearance and shape-based features that are then selected
on-the-fly during the tracking process. Crucially, this allows
our system to track facial feature points across a wide range
of pose and expressions without the explicit need for pose
estimation. This was achieved without any further constraints
based on the dynamics of the tracked features.
There exists a number of different methods for facial feature
tracking. A widely used method for facial feature tracking is
the Active Appearance Model (AAM), originally proposed by
Cootes et al [1]. AAMs use an iteratively updated generated
model, with both shape and appearance, to fit an observed
face. Regression is used to determine the change in model
parameters, based on differences between the target image and
generative model [2]. This was later extended to various model
fitting approaches, such as Boosting methods [3], [4], [5] and
neural networks [6], [7]. However, one main disadvantage
of the above AAM methods is the requirement for a large
training database of different facial shapes and appearances.
AAMs have previously been used for tracking lip shapes by
Matthews et al[8]. A related method which uses only shape

variation is Active Shape Model (ASM) [9], which have also
been used for facial feature tracking. Pose invariance can be
obtained by using a mixture pose-specific ASMs as proposed
in [10]. However, a mechanism for switching selecting the
relevant pose-specific AAMs or ASMs is then required. Pose
invariance can also be achieved by coupling AAMs with an
underlying 3D model, for example by Xiao et al [11], followed
by Dornaika et al [12] and more recently by Sung et al [13].
Another recent method for tracking facial features are
Linear Predictors (LP) [14]. A linear predictor provides a
linear mapping from “support pixels” (i.e a sparse template)
differences to the displacement vector of a tracked facial
feature. Linear regression is only effective when pose changes
are limited. As pose variations become significant, it is not
possible to find the above subset of “linear” support pixels.
This in turn results in catastrophic tracking failure when
large pose variations is present in the target subject. Offset
predictions have also been used for facial feature detection
[15] by vote accumulation. Regression based detection was
also performed on faces across a range of poses by Dantone
et al. [16], using conditional regression trees.
The main contribution of this paper is a novel method that
attempts to overcome these fundamental limitations by utilising a non-linear mapping based on gradient boosting (Section
II). Here, we also propose a novel hierarchical configuration
of gradient boosting to provide accurate and robust tracking.
Furthermore, a novel algorithm was proposed in Section III for
automatically learning the optimal configuration of gradient
boosting regression trees. Crucially, the resulting learnt gradient boosting tracker is accurately track facial features across
large changes in pose and expression without the need for
explicit 3D models, pose-specific models or pose estimators.
This is detailed in our experimental results in Section IV.
Finally, we conclude in Section V.
II. FACIAL F EATURE T RACKING USING N ON - LINEAR
P REDICTORS
The tracking approach proposed in this paper attempts
to tackle the problem of feature tracking as a regression
problem. More specifically, tracking involves predicting the
displacement offset vector (x, y) coordinates of a feature point
from its correct location. In order to achieve this, we firstly
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Fig. 1: Illustrated here are the 3 support pixels in (a) along with the support offsets (o1, o2, o3) within the support region
(enclosing circle). (b) shows how support pixel differences that form the intensity-based features are obtained given an offseted
position.(c) and (d) shows the different components for the shape-vector.

make available two types of features: intensity and shapebased features (Section II-A). Following this, Section II-B
details how gradient boosting regression trees (GBRT) are used
for predicting the offset vector for a tracked feature point. We
then increase both the tracking accuracy and robustness by
combining regressors in a hierarchical manner as described in
Section II-C.
Firstly, a number of preliminary definitions are provided. In
this paper, the input image is defined as I with height H and
width W . The intensity of the pixels in the image at location
(x, y) is defined as I(x, y) where I : R2 → [0, 255]. We define
the number of points being tracked as NF and for the rest of
the paper, f ∈ [1, NF ] will be used to denote a single feature
index.
A. Input Features
The proposed tracker will utilise two types of features for
tracking feature points: intensity-based and shape-based. These
will then be fused into a high-dimensional vector that will
then undergo feature selection in Section II-B before being
used for feature offset prediction. We will start by defining
the intensity-based features.
The intensity-based features are similar to support pixel
features that are employed by linear predictor trackers[14].
Each tracked feature point is associated with a set of support
pixels representing a sparse template of the feature appearance.
Formally, each support pixel (s) is defined as the pair s =
(p, o) where p ∈ [0, 255] represents the template pixel intensity
and o ∈ R2 is the displacement vector of the support pixel
from its associated feature. The offset vector o is randomly
sampled from a support region which is an enclosing circle
of radius σS (i.e. ||o|| ≤ σS ). The set of support pixels for a
f
f
f
S
f th feature is defined as Sf = {sfi }D
i , where si = (pi , oi )
is the ith support pixel defined above and DS is the number
of support pixels. An illustration of the support pixels and its
offsets can be seen in Fig. 1(a).
For the purpose of tracking, the support pixel intensities are
used to obtain sparse template differences that are then used by
gradient boosting regression trees as input features for offset
vector predictions. To achieve this, we first need to obtain
corresponding support pixel intensities at a particular pixel
location. Specifically, let p = (px , py ) be an initial location

for the f th tracked point in input image I. We next define
the function δP for extracting a vector of differences between
current support pixel intensities at p to the template support
pixel intensities for the tracked point f :
S
δP (p, I; Sf ) = (I(x0 − ofi,x , y 0 − ofi,y ) − pfi )D
i=1

(1)

The function δP returns a DS -dimensional vector which we
denote as the intensity-based feature vector (Fig. 1b).
Features that indirectly contain shape information are also
provided. Features encoding shape information were included
due to their potential for giving information that will increase
the robustness of a point tracker (e.g. detecting tracking failure
of a tracked point). In this paper, we use a simple feature based
on the differences in positions between two tracked features.
This allows the regression tree tracker in Section II-B to select
only specific pairs of tracked points that are advantageous to
giving more robustness whilst explicitly ignoring others. This
is in contrast to popular shape information (e.g. PDMs[9] and
AAMs[1]) that is forced to utilise the locations of all tracked
points. Each tracked point is associated with NF − 1 features.
In order to define the shape-based features for the f th tracked
F
point, firstly let P = {(pfx , pfy )}N
f =1 be the positions of all the
tracked points. We then define the function δS for generating
the shape-based feature vector for tracked point f as follows:
δS(P, f ) = (pjx − pfx , pjy − pfy )j6=f

(2)

The function δS returns a 2(NF − 1)-dimensional vector
containing the differences between the position of the f th
tracked point and other tracked points respectively. This vector
will be denoted as the shape-based feature vector (Fig. 1c,d).
In order to generate the input feature vector for gradient
boosting regression trees, we fuse all both the above intensitybased (Eq. 1) and shape-based features (Eq. 2) into a single
high dimensional vector using the following function F :
F (P, I; Sf , f ) = (δP (I; Sf ), δS(P, f ))

(3)

where P is the set of tracked point locations, I the image, Sf then support pixel offsets for feature f . Let A =
F (P, I; Sf , f ), we denote the vector A as an input feature vector with its dimensionality denoted as DA = DS +2(NF −1).
In order to simplify the equations in the next few sections, we

note that the support pixel offsets for each feature (Sf ) once
generated, are fixed. As a result, when generating the input
feature vector for feature f , we will instead denote Eq. 3 as:
F f (P, I) = F (P, I; Sf , f )

input feature vector A, a combined prediction can be obtained
as:
NT
X
G(A; T) =
γt g(A, Ttf )
(6)

(4)

B. Gradient Boosting Regression Trees Feature Offset Predictors
In this section, we will describe how a gradient boosting
regression trees are used to predict the displacement offset
vectors of a single tracked feature point using the feature
vector defined in Eq. 3. The regressor consists of a collection
of regression trees, where each tree provides a single (but
potentially unreliable) prediction for a displacement vector
coordinate. The set of individual tree predictions will then be
combined together to yield a more accurate and reliable displacement prediction. For our purpose, each tree will predict
only a single coordinate for the displacement vector (e.g. x or
y coordinate only). As a result, two sets of regression trees are
required to predict the 2D displacement vector for a tracked
point: one for the x-coordinate and one for the y-coordinate.
A regression tree is similar to decision trees, with the
difference of predicting real valued outputs as opposed to
class labels. Each regression tree is a binary tree of nodes that
consists of a set of internal decision-making nodes and a set of
leaf nodes providing output values. We define the regression
tree for the track point f as T f . Associated with T f is the
|T f |
set of terminal leaf-node values L = {li : li ∈ R}i=1 , where
|T f | is the number of leaf nodes in T f . In order to define the
internal nodes, suppose that we are given the feature vector
Af (Eq. 3). Then, an internal node B in T f is a binary node
that is then associated with a feature dimension i and decision
function of the form:
 +
B
if {Afi ≤ c}
B(Af ) =
(5)
B−
if {Afi > c}
where c ∈ R is the feature threshold obtained during the tree
learning process described in Section III, B + and B − are the
children tree nodes of B and can either be another internal
node or a leaf node. Each leaf node is assigned a particular
prediction real value which is also obtained during the tree
learning process. Thus, it is possible to assign a predicted
value µ ∈ R from the tree T f given the feature vector Af by
recursively applying Eq. 5, starting from the root node of the
tree and ending with a leaf node (whose associated value is
µ). To make the above statement more concise, we will use
g(A, T ) to denote the function that assigns a leaf-node value
µ to the feature vector A given a regression tree T .
However, a single regression tree is often inadequate for
providing good predictions. This is due to quantisation errors
that exists due to the prediction mechanism used by regression
trees. To address this issue, a set of different regression trees
can be combined together in a weighted manner into gradient
boosted regression trees set to yield a smoother and more
accurate prediction. Specifically, suppose have a set of NT
T
number of weighted regression trees, F = {(γi , Ti )}N
i=1 , and

t=1

We will now describe how to obtain the predicted positions
for all the tracked points using Eq. 6 given an input image
F
I, a set of initial locations P = {(pfx , pfy )N
i=1 } and the set
of regressor pairs (one regressor for each offset axis), (F =
F
{(Tf,x , Tf,y )}N
f =1 via the following function:
K(P, I; F) = (G(F f (P, I); Tf,x )), G(F f (P, I); Tf,y )))
(7)
In order to acquire a more stable set of tracking, we typically
recursively iterate function K a fixed number of times (r),
denoted as K r :
K 1 (P, I; F) = K(P, I; F)
i

K (P, I; F) = K

i−1

(K(P, I; F)

(8)
(9)

C. Hierarchical Regression Tracker
Previous work on visual tracking of points have found that
there is a trade-off between the ability for a tracker to be
robust and accurate [14]. In particular, a robust tracker can
often tolerate large amounts of movements in a point, but
lack the ability to provide accurate predictions. Conversely, an
accurate tracker can often locate to a good degree of accuracy
the location of a track point, but is unable to cope with large
displacements in the point between subsequent frames. To
improve on this, we propose to use a hierarchical regression
tracker that sequentially applies a series of regression trackers
to yield a more robust and accurate prediction. Learning the
individual regression trackers in the hierarchy and determining
the series of trackers to string together is done automatically
and described in Sections III-B and III-C respectively.
In order to define a hierarchical regression tracker, suppose
we have a series of NH number of regression tracker pairs:
H
H = (Fi )N
i=1 ), where Fi is a pair of regressors described
in the previous section. Given an input feature vector A ∈
RF , a hierarchical prediction can be obtained by a recursive
application of the iterated composition of Eq. 6, which we
denote as:
h(P, I; H) = H(P, NH + 1; H)

(10)

where the recursive function H is defined as:
H(P, 1; H) = K r (P, I; FNH )
r

H(P, i; H) = H(K (P, I; FNH −i ), i − 1; H)

(11)
(12)

D. Computational Complexity of Hierarchical Regression
Tracker
The proposed hierarchical tracker is highly efficient, as it
is based on regression trees. Specifically, in order to perform
a prediction using a hierarchical gradient boosting regression
tree tracker of L levels, with each regressor containing a
set of NT trees of depth D, only LNT D number of if statement comparisons need to be performed along with an
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Fig. 2: (a) shows the standard deviation of the region (enclosing circle) used to generate random offset vectors. (b)
Using the generated offset vector, all other tracked points
are similarly displaced, before being further displaced by the
shape noise Gaussians (small enclosing circles around tracked
points).

average of NT predictions. As an example, for our experiments
NT = 100, D = 5, L = 2, results in only 2000 if -statement
evaluations required for a prediction. As a result, we have
found that using this method, the speed of the tracking system
is limited to how fast image frames can be extracted from
video sequences.
III. L EARNING THE H IERARCHICAL T RACKER
In this section, we will describe the method used for
learning the non-linear predictor regressor described in Section
II. To this end, we will firstly describe how the training
dataset can be synthesised using a small number of landmarked
example images (Section III-A). Using the synthesised training
data, the Gradient-Boosting method is used to learn a set of
regression trees (Section III-B).
A. Synthesis of Training Data
The training dataset for learning the non-linear predictor regressors takes the form of a set of NT number of
2
T
feature vector-label pairs: {(Ai , yi )}N
i=1 , where yi ∈ R is
the displacement vector to predict using the input feature
vector Ai ∈ RF . In order to generate this training dataset,
suppose we are originally given NI number of training images
with the location of the tracked points landmarked on each
image. A number (NR ) of in-plane rotations are applied to
each training image and its landmark positions. This is to
account for unseen in-plane rotational variations that may
occur during the tracking process. Specifically, each image
will be artificially rotated in-plane NR number of times with
the rotation parameter sampled from the Gaussian distribution
(N(0, σR )), where the variance of the rotation distribution (σR )
is determined automatically in Section III-C. This results in a
new set of NI0 = NI NR number of landmarked images. We
shall denote the set of landmarked points of tracked point f
f
f
in image i as: {(li,x
, li,y
)}, where i ∈ [1, NI0 ].
A training pair is generated for tracked point f in training
image i as follows: We initially generate an offset vector
(of = (ofx , ofy )) from its landmark position yielding the disf
f
f
placed location of l0 = (li,x
+ofx , li,y
+ofy ). The displacement

vector of is sampled from the 2D radial Gaussian distribution
N(0, σO ), where the variance of the distribution σO is again
determined automatically in Section III-C. The setting of σO
has important implications on what “type” of tracker will be
learnt. A large value of σO will produce a tracker that capable
of dealing with large perturbations in a tracked point, but at
the cost of accuracy loss, whilst a small σO results in the
converse.
In order to generate the shape vector, a new set of perF
turbed landmark points P = {(pjx , pjy }N
j=1 for all features is
generated:
(
j
oj∗ + li,∗
if j = f
j
(13)
p∗ =
j
oj∗ + li,∗
+
if j 6= f
where ∗ ∈ {x, y} is a placeholder denoting the coordinate
components, since the equation is the same for both x and
y coordinates. Additionally,  is the shape-noise factor that
is sampled from the Gaussian distribution N(0, σN ). The
addition of gaussian noise is necessary to prevent over-reliance
on shape constraints and to force the regressor to consider
pixel intensity information. Using Eq. 4, a feature vector Af
f
is obtained at location l0 in image i given the above perturbed
shape configuration: Af = F f (P, Ii ), where Ii denotes the ith
image. The training example generated for this tracked point is
the pair: (Af , of ). This is repeated for each training image NA
number of times, yielding a dataset of NT = NA NI number
of training examples for each tracked point.
B. Learning the Tracker: Gradient Boosting Regression Trees
Given a training dataset described in the previous section,
for a feature f , we use the gradient boosting regression trees
method [17] for learning two separate regressors, one for
predicting the x and another for the y component of the
displacement vector from an input feature vector. To this
end, suppose that the training set of NT examples given is:
f
T
Af = {(Afi , ofi )}N
i=1 . Using A , we form two new datasets,
with the x and y components of the target offset vector
isolated: Af,x = {Afi , ofx,i } and Af,y = {Afi , ofy,i }, where
ofx,i and ofy,i are the x and y components of the offset vector
ofi respectively.
The aim of gradient boosting regression trees is to learn a
set of regression trees (Eq. 6) that minimises the squared error
between the predicted and groundtruth target values, given one
of the above target datasets. This is achieved by sequentially
training regression trees for predicting the residuals between
the prediction from the previous set of regression trees and its
respective groundtruth values and is detailed in Algo. 1. The
training of a single regression tree given a dataset uses the
standard approach of building the tree top-down, where the
dimension index and threshold value of each non-leaf node is
chosen such that the squared error between the tree prediction
and target values are minimised.
C. Automated Training Parameters Selection
One issue that remains is the need to train a number of
different trackers and sequentially order them to form a hier-

Algorithm 1 Gradient Boosting of regression F with M trees
T
using dataset X = {Ai , oi }N
i=1
P
Fit initial tree T1 minimising: (A,o)∈X (o − g(A, T1 ))2
F = {(1, T1 )}
for m ∈ [2, M ] do
0
Obtain “residual-dataset”: XP
= {Ai , oi − G(A, F)}
2
Fit tree Tm minimising:
(A,r)∈X0 (r − g(A, Tm ))
Compute γm using line-search optimising:
X
γm = arg min
(o − G(A, F ∪ (γ, Tm )))2
γ

(A,o)∈X

Update model: F = F ∪ (γm , Tm )
end for
return
Gradient boosted regression tree set F
{(γi , Ti )}M
i=1 .

=

archical tracker that can cope with large perturbations whilst
still being accurate. Crucially, the properties of the individual
regression based trackers are dependent on the training set
parameters (e.g. a training set with large perturbations will
result in a robust but inaccurate tracker). To achieve this,
we propose a genetic-algorithm inspired method that can
automatically determine the optimal parameters for generating
training data sets that will be used to learn a hierarchical
tracker that is both robust and accurate.
Firstly, we require a definition of a gene to represent a
configuration of the hierarchical predictor. To this end, we
start by noting that for each regression based tracker, we aim
to optimise the following parameters: support region size (σS );
landmark offset variance (σO ); shape noise variance (σN ) and
the shape flag (δS ∈ {0, 1}). The shape flag will determine if
the shape features in the input feature vector will be used.
Thus each regression based tracker is represented by a 4dimensional vector, which we define as the tracker gene: g =
(σS , σO , σN , δS ). In order to represent a hierarchical predictor
of NH regression based trackers, a 4NH -dimensional gene
vector is made, which we denote as hierarchical gene. This
vector is the result of concatenating NH separate gene vectors,
one for each regression based predictor in the hierarchy. The
aim of the proposed algorithm is to find the configuration of a
hierarchical gene vector that produces an optimal hierarchical
tracker.
A hierarchical gene g can be translated into a hierarchical
predictor by firstly generating a set of support pixel offsets,
followed by the appropriate training dataset for each tracker in
the hierarchy. The algorithm for carrying this out is as given
in Algorithm 2.
Next, we require a method for evaluating the performance
of the gene g. Using Algorithm 2, a hierarchical predictor
H
consisting of a set of regressor trackers is learnt: {Fi }N
i=1 .
The training video where the landmarked training images originated from is then used. With the hierarchical predictor, the F
points of interest are tracked at every frame, where the initial
locations for points at frame t set to the tracking results from

Algorithm 2 Learn Regressor F from hierarchical gene g
for i ∈ [1, NH ] do
Get current gene: (σS , σO , σN , δS ) = g[4(i − 1) + 1 4i]
Generate support pixel within support region of σS for
each feature.
Synthesise training set X = (Af , of ) with parameters
σO and σN as described in Section III-A.
f,y
Learn regressor pair (Ff,x
i , Fi ) using X as described in
Section III-B.
end for
f,y NH
return Set of learnt regressor pairs: {(Ff,x
i , Fi )i=1 }

frame t − 1. When a landmarked frame is reached, the average
Euclidean distance between the landmark positions ({(lxf , lyf )})
and corresponding
tracked positions ({(pfx , pfy )}) is obtained:
q
PNF
(pfx − lxf )2 + (pfy − lyf )2 . This distance  is then
 = i=1
applied into the following equation to penalise tracked points
that have catastrophic failures:
C() = 1 − e−s

(14)

where the scaling factor s ∈ R is proportional to the maximum
allowable pixel error before we conclude that a catastrophic
failure has occurred. The position of the tracker is the reinitialised to the landmark positions of the respective frame.
This is then repeated until all the landmark frames have been
reached and the overall average error calculated. This error
will serve as an inverse fitness of the gene (i.e. we aim to find
a gene that minimises the overall average error).
One important element in our proposed algorithm is the
ability to mutate genes. The mutation mechanism will allow
a larger exploration of the parameter space modelled by the
genes to happen. As a result, configurations that are more
optimal can be discovered. In order to achieve this, we firstly
introduce the function m for mutating a tracker gene, g:
m(g) = (g1 + S , g2 + O , g3 + N , ¬0.5 g4 ). The function
m essentially adds a small amount of noise to the different
components of the tracker gene. Here, ¬0.5 denotes the operation of randomly flipping the shape vector flag. The noise
factors 1 , 2 , 3 are all derived from uniform distributions(U):
i = U(αi , βi ), i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The parameters for these uniform
distributions (i.e. (αi , betai )) are determined heuristically and
will be detailed in Section IV. When given a hierarchical gene
g0 of 4NH dimensions, we iteratively apply m to each sections
of g0 , and denote this with the function M :
M (g0 ) = (m(g(1 : 4)), ..., m(g(4(NH − 1) : 4NH ))

(15)

Using the above we propose a novel algorithm for obtaining
the optimal hierarchical predictor in Algorithm 3.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
In this section, we will detail the experiments carried out
to test the ability of our proposed method to cope with
simultaneous and large change in pose and expression. To
this end, two sets of experiments were carried out: tracking

Algorithm 3 Genetic Algorithm for Optimising Hierarchical
Regression based Predictor
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

Randomly initialise population of NG number of hierarG
chical genes: G = (gi )N
i=1 .
P
 =0
while 1 do
G
Evaluate errors for each gene: (C(i ))N
i=1
Extract gene with the smallest error: gj where j =
G
arg mini∈[1,NG ] (C(i ))N
i=1
new
G
= []
for i ∈ [1, NG ] do
Random mutation (Eq. 15) on gnew = M (gj )
Gnew [i] = gnew
end for
G
if |P − min((C(i ))N
i=1 )| < θ then
break
end if
G
P ← min((C(i ))N
i=1 )
end while
return Hierarchical predictor from gene gj (Algo. 2).

on long sequences of naturalistic conversation(Section IV-A);
and sequences containing continuous and large changes in
pose and expressions (Section IV-B). We also provide a
comparison against the tracking performance of the linear
predictor trackers from [14]. For all the experiments described
in this section, we have chosen to track a set of 48 facial
feature points as shown in Figure 3 and 4. These points were
chosen as they are commonly used in facial feature tracking
work.
A. Tracking in Naturalistic Conversation
We now describe a set of experiments for evaluating the
tracking performance of the proposed method over a long
sequences involving a set of subjects involved in unconstrained
conversation. To this end, we have chosen to use the TwoTalk
dataset [18], whereby subjects exhibited considerable expression changes along with pose variations. The TwoTalk dataset
consists of four pairs of participants recorded in informal
conversation for 12 minutes. The only instructions given to
the participants were to remain seated and to communicate
until asked to stop. The conversation was recorded by two
progressive scan digital video cameras with a frame resolution
of 720 by 576 pixels and 25 Hz frame rate. The dataset contains a range of spontaneous emotions, lip movements, head
pose changes and occasional hand gestures that occasionally
occlude the face. The colour images are converted to greyscale
using the ITU-R 601-2 luma transform. The result is a test
dataset of 8 video sequences, each containing 18000 frames.
For each video sequence, the first half was retained for training
purposes whilst the later half was used for testing. In total,
there were 72000 test frames.
For the experiments in this dataset, 19 images were extracted from the training clip for each subject. 48 facial points
were then manually annotated on the images. Subsequently,

the proposed method described in Section II was used to train
48 separate trackers, one for each facial point of interest. A
2 level hierarchy was found to be sufficient for good tracking
performance. Additionally, the error measure scale (s) used
in Eq. 14 was set to 0.2 to allow a reasonable tradeoff
between penalising the tracker for accuracy vs robustness in
the learning process. Additionally, each regression regressor
contained 100 trees, each with the depth of 5. In order to
learn the hierarchical configuration of trackers, a population
of 8 genes was sufficient to allow for an optimal configuration
to be found.
In order to evaluate the robustness and accuracy performance of the tracker, we firstly note that it will be prohibitively
time consuming to manually annotate 72000 frames with 48
facial feature points. As a result, we have instead chosen
to annotate a subset of frames randomly distributed over
the test sequence. The entire sequence is then tracked and
at the annotated frames, the tracking pixel error (Euclidean
distance) is measured and used for reinitialisation of the
tracker positions. For this paper, a total of 60 test frames
were landmarked over the test sequence of each subject. A
catastrophic failure of tracking will result in a large error for
the respective point when evaluate at the next annotated frame.
We quantify the amount of catastrophic failures by measuring
the percentage of points with tracking errors greater than 10
pixels.
The percentage of points over the test sequences within 10
pixels of the landmarked positions was found to be 96.3%
compared to 89.2% using the LP method. This shows that the
proposed method is significantly more robust than the linear
predictor method. The pixel errors for the proposed method
had a median of 2.88 compared to 3.19 of the LPs. This shows
the proposed method is more accurate at the tracking. We
find that the majority of tracking failures in the LP method
occurs when there is a large change in pose or expression.
In comparison, the our proposed method is able to overcome
many of these limitations and continue to maintain track across
these challenging conditions. We also find that the accuracy of
the points when tracking failure did not occur is comparable
with the state of the art LPs. The tracking results are shown
in in Fig. 3 where the positions of the tracked points using
our method and the LP method are shown at various frames
in the test sequences. Additional results can be seen in the
supplementary material videos.
B. Tracking across Significant Pose Changes
In addition to the TwoTalk dataset, we have carried out
experiments that were specifically tailored to test how the
proposed method copes with simultaneous occurrence of
significant pose and expression changes. To this end, two
sequences (train and test) were captured on 4 subjects using
a hand-held commercial camcorder with a frame rate of 30
fps at a resolution of 920x540. The task of the subject was to
show various facial expressions whilst changing the orientation
of their head. Additionally, the lack of a tripod introduces
further complexity of random translations due to an unsteady

runtime limited to how fast the system is able to extract image
frames from the video sequence. Additionally, we have also
trained a state-of-the-art LP tracker system for comparison
using the same training set.
The tracking results can be seen in Figure 4 and supplementary video. It was found that for all the test sequences,
the proposed method did not suffer from any catastrophic
failures with good tracking accuracy and thus required no
manual reinitialisation during the course of tracking all the test
sequences. This demonstrates the ability for the hierarchical
regressors to cope with highly non-linear mappings between
the feature space and predicted offset vectors. In contrast, the
LP tracking method was not able to cope with any of the pose
changes that was present, resulting in failure very early on
in the test sequence. Even with manual reinitialisation, many
points lost track the moment the face of the subject underwent
significant changes in pose. In particular, for two subjects, it
was not possible to maintain track of all the points at any one
instance (i.e. there was always some tracked point that suffered
from unrecoverable tracking error). Examples of such failures
can be seen in Fig. 4b.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper a non-linear predictor for estimating the displacement of tracked feature points on faces was proposed. We
have shown that our method is able to robustly and accurately
track facial feature points across significant changes in pose
and expression. Crucially, this was achieved with neither posespecific models, 3D-models nor pose-estimators. Using just a
single tracking model, we are able to robustly and accurately
track across a wide range of expression on poses. This was
(a) Proposed Method
(b) Linear Predictor Method achieved by learning a hierarchical set of gradient boosted
regression trees for predicting the displacement vectors of
Fig. 3: Tracking results from the TwoTalk dataset for the pro- tracked points. Additionally, we have proposed a novel alposed method compared against the linear prediction method. gorithm that simultaneously configures a hierarchical set of
Each column of (a) and (b) is the results for a subject. The top trackers for optimal tracking results. Experiments carried out
represents an earlier part of the sequence. Shown is how the on sequences of naturalistic conversation and sequences with
proposed trackers recovered after occlusions and pose changes large pose and expression changes show that the proposed
whilst the LP method results in catastrophic tracking failure. method is superior to state of the art methods, in being able to
robustly track a set of facial points whilst gracefully recovering
from tracking failures.
hand holding the camera. Each sequence was approximately
15 seconds in length. The resulting dataset consisted of 4 test
sequences with approximately 8000 number of frames in total.
In order to train the proposed hierarchical regressor based
trackers, 13 example frames from the training sequence of
each subject was extracted and manually annotated. These
images were selected to cover the pose and expression variations present in the training sequence. As before, using these
annotated training frames, 48 separate hierarchical trackers
were learnt using the method proposed in Section II. For each
tracker, a 2-level hierarchical tracker was sufficient to give
good tracking results. Each tracker in the hierarchy consisted
of 100 regression trees that are 5 levels deep. Again, the
resulting trackers are highly efficient, and the computational
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